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01.

Presentation

Crypto-assets market in
ﬁgures.
Long considered a technological UFO, bitcoin,
and more generally the crypto market, is now
of increasing from the general public and
institutions.
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857B $

2.095T $

Bitcoin
market cap

Global crypto-assets
market cap

Market and potential.
With over 130 million users, Bitcoin's adoption
rate is faster than internet adoption.
We are currently at the same inﬂection point
as the internet in 1997.
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1 billion

x2

crypto holders is projected
over the next 4 years (*)

active wallets in 2020

(*)nasdaq.com/articles/can-bitcoin-grow-f
aster-than-the-internet

INTRODUCTION

Origins of the
project.

Beyond the simple speculative aspect around
crypto-assets, LordToken is the result of a broader and
more ambitious reﬂection on the future of our
monetary system. Our ambition is to make investment
accessible to the greatest number through tokenization
which should disrupt many markets.
In addition to crypto-assets, it is the entire economy and
value assets that are affected.
The investment possibilities are unlimited and very
largely underexploited due to the lack of maturity and
the players involved who are too technical and in niche
markets.
LordToken’s mission is to make investment accessible to
everyone.
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02.
Concept
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Concept.
LordToken is a service platform that
facilitates access to the crypto-assets
ecosystem with high-end customer service
to best support and help its users.
Four services will be offered:
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The EXCHANGE service of LordToken is
carried out in cooperation with the
company BINANCE CLOUD.
This collaboration guarantees us to
offer from the launch of our platform
the greatest depth of liquidity on the
market.
This
service
also
includes
the
deployment and maintenance of the
LordToken EXCHANGE Trading mobile
application, which will be very similar to
that of Binance but with the colors,
editorial line and customer service of
LordToken.
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Legal compliance and
security.
We are in the early stages of maturation of
the crypto-assets market and although the
potential
is
great
there
are
many
uncertainties about the legal and regulatory
framework applicable to the players
operating today.
Transparency and compliance are at the
heart of LordToken's DNA, which is why,
from the launch of the project, many efforts
have
been
deployed
and
strategic
partnerships concluded with KYC/AML
providers.
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With more than $ 20bn (*) in
transactions per day, we will beneﬁt
from the greatest depth and liquidity
on the market as soon as we launch.
+20Bn$
daily trading
volume

16
supported
languages
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+15mo
users in the world

335
Listed Tokens

We also beneﬁt from an inventory of
over 335 crypto-assets and one of the
lowest commission fee on the market
at 0.1%.
Coupled with our premium customer
service based in France and the
robustness of BINANCE's matching
engine, LordToken is from the outset a
major player in crypto investment.
(*) source : coinmarketcap.com/rankings/exchanges

With a 24/7 open market and extremely high
volatility, the crypto-assets market is both a
land of opportunity and danger for
ﬁrst-time investors.
This is why LordToken has developed the ﬁrst
marketplace social trading service for
qualiﬁed traders and investors who want to
actively work their portfolios.
● copy trading: replication of orders in real
time
● transparency: no hidden costs
● performance: the observed market
performances are available in real time
● freedom: no commitment
Investors, make your assets work freely !
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For all traders and consulting ﬁrms
integrating
the
LordToken
TradingPartner program, LordToken
will provide them with:
● high visibility on a high trafﬁc
platform
● automated customer reporting:
no need to provide customers with
weekly and monthly reports
● simple and fast integration: no
additional action is necessary to
beneﬁt your clients from your
performance, you can stay focus on
your trading activity
● premium technical support
● automatic billing
Traders and consulting Firms,
Free your talent!
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Unlike the many existing services that
promise
their
clients
theoretical
performance from backtests or excel
sheets, LordToken Autotrade is the only
service that highlights real and observed
market performance.

Thanks to our unique service, clients of the
LordToken Autotrade program ﬁnally have
at their disposal all the real and necessary
information to serenely subscribe to a
real-time
trading
plan
monitoring
program.
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LordToken
Autotrade
is
also
a
marketplace referencing major players
in algorithmic trading.
New technologies now allow, thanks to
automated quantitative analysis and
artiﬁcial intelligence, to create trading
algorithms.
We will highlight the most efﬁcient
players on the market.

Referencing of algorithmic trading
players!
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Since the crazy opportunities of ICOs in 2018, the
advent of STOs, the ﬁrst real estate market
tokenization projects in 2020 and the craze
around NFTs which already represents a market
of more than $ 48B, tokenization of the
economy is on the move but is currently mainly
reserved to very specialized investors who
invest their time in sourcing different projects on
a multitude of platforms.
LordToken will allow you in the short or medium
term to diversify your savings by tokenizing our
economy, dollar, gold or real estate.
Tokenization project holders,
become visible!
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We are already working on the future of
LordToken, we are planning to propose
banking services.

LordToken's mission is to make the use of
crypto-assets accessible and to give the
entire population an opportunity to secure
and diversity their savings.
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LordToken will therefore innovate and
offer the LordToken Launchpad service
which aims to become the global
launchpad for a lot of projects
regardless of their business verticals.
In order to make tokenization projects
available to as many people as possible,
LordToken
Launchpad
will
do
everything to make investment more
efﬁcient and secure:
● KYC upstream of projects
● relevant search engine by vertical
● simple and smooth subscription
engine
● dedicated management space
Create your own Token !
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LordToken will provide crypto
project leaders with a whole range
of tools to simplify their lives in
carrying out their projects:
●
●
●
●
●

Highlighting of the project to the
public
Project subscription automation
module for Internet users
Dedicated management space
Reporting space for analytics
monitoring
Simpliﬁed
and
personalized
project onboarding

Investors, beneﬁt shortly from an important
cockpit to manage and source tokenization
projects !
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03.
Team

20

LORD TOKEN

Founders.
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François DENIS

Nicolas LEFORTIER

Investor, High Yield Investment
Expert, Speaker, Author, Blockchain
Expert,
Engineer.
François
is
passionate about the technological
revolution that blockchain brings. In
love with freedom, he became an
investor in various traditional and
alternative markets. At the head of FD
Conseil, he supports ambitious people
to invest and undertake massively!

Serial-Entrepreneur, HEC graduate,
Investor, Strategist, at the head of a
team of around one hundred
people. His massive move into action
and his strong belief in human
nature allowed him to build
self-sufﬁcient systems and be able to
focus on growing his business.

Co-founder

Co-founder

Partners.

Nicolas HERSOG

Olivier CHABERT

Jean-David BARBIER

With a solid digital and technical
experience in many ﬁelds (FinTech,
B2C, B2B, Retail and research), Nicolas
has been supporting large accounts
and tech nuggets for more than 10
years in the construction and
realization of their digital projects.

Technical expert and CTO. With more
than 12 years of experience in software
engineering,
Olivier
drives
technological roadmaps for complex
and ambitious digital platforms

Computer engineer and Digital
Project Director, Jean-David has been
piloting complex high-volume digital
platforms for more than 10 years.

Blockchain & digital expert
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Blockchain & digital expert

Project Manager

Quentin Herbrecht

Advisor & Digital Strategy
With more than 4 years of experience in
cryptocurrencies and Blockchain as
independent consultants, our team has
been able to combine the most relevant
offers, for limited budgets in order to
obtain the best results.
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David BREYSSE
Marketing expert

A former communicator and advisor
to major brands, he modeled
success in a concept called the
"Beautiful Brand" and left the old
model of agencies which are
struggling to reinvent themselves.
Branding Expert.

OUR PROJECT

Partners.

OUR PROJECT

Partners.
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Laure
LANDES-GRONOWSKI
Lawyer

Associate IT & Data lawyer, she supports
companies in terms of compliance with
"personal data" regulations (bringing and
maintaining "GDPR" compliance, training,
corporate governance, assistance to data
protection
ofﬁcers,
contract
management) but also in information
technology
law
(web
platforms,
dematerialization projects, etc.).

Margaux FRISQUE
Avocate

Dedicated lawyer serving entrepreneurs
in
corporate
law
(shareholders'
agreements, drafting of social acts, legal
audits, preparations for M&A transactions,
drafting of French and English contracts),
in new technologies law (AMF approvals,
ﬁrst ICO visa n ° ICO.19.576, information
document offering tokens to the public
www.french-ico.com, instructions 2019-06
and 2019-23 - PSAN) and in the event of
commercial disputes.

OUR PROJECT

Stéphane DANIEL

Daniel ARROCHE

Specializes in corporate law, including
mergers and acquisitions (public and
private transactions), capital markets
(equity
and
debt
transactions),
venture capital and restructuring.
Stephane also advises customers
regarding the regulation around
blockchain and crypto-assets.

Ranked by the magazine Leaders
League among the most inﬂuential
lawyers in the blockchain industry,
Daniel supports SMEs, mid-cap
companies and large groups.
He regularly publishes and gives
lectures in this ﬁeld.

Lawyer
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Lawyer

Partners.

OUR PROJECT

Partners.
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Guillaume TURCHI

MR CAPITAL

Formerly at Deloitte, did his thesis on the
world of crypto-currencies: Develop the
missions related to the operations of
Initial Coin Offerings - Role of the
Chartered Accountant in the diagnosis
and support of this operation.
Thesis deposited and available at the
library of the Order of Chartered
Accountants (Bibliotics).

The company's accounts will be subject
to certiﬁcation by an auditor of MR
Capital.

Accountant

Statutory auditor

04.

LTT Token sale
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LTT Token sale.

In order to offer all our users preferential
payment methods for all our services
(Spots, Autotrade and Finance) Lord Token
is launching its utility token to the public,
the LTT through an Initial Coin Offering
(ICO).
Our utility token will also allow:
●
●
●
●
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save on trading fees
feed the afﬁliate program,
set up airdrops
organize contests to reward our best
members of the
LordTokenTradingPartner group

LTT Token
sale.
Total tokens supply
2 000 000 000 LTT

Hard cap
13 000 000 USD
Tokens type
BEP20
Token distribution
Within 15 days from the
end of the Token sale
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LTT Token
sale.

1

Token prices during the private sale round 1
on the 18/10/2021
1 LTT = 0,03 USD
Max Round 1 : 3 000 000 USD
Breakdown of private sale
5% of the total Token supply
Acquisition period within the framework of the
private sale 20% without blocking; 10%
released after 3 months then 10% every month

2
Two sales phases!
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Token prices during the private sale round 2
on the 10/11/2021
1 LTT = 0,05 USD
Max Round 2 : 10 000 000 USD
Breakdown of private sale
10% of the total Token supply
Acquisition period within the framework of the
private sale without blocking

05.
Strategy
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Strategy.
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With the ambition to conquer the European market and a
strong emphasis on customer service, our market conquest
strategy relies on 3 aspects:
●

Headquarters in France: The organization of a strong
local base in the target country to organize contacts with
partners and our customer service

●

Compliance: We have been in contact with the French
regulator for months with the objective of registering as
"PSAN« , this process being still ongoing.
We have already made contact with other European
regulators and get ahead of our deployment.

●

Services: Our innovative services such as social trading
and the quality of our customer service will allow us to
stand out from the competition.

Strategy.

In unconventional markets like cryptos, inﬂuencer
marketing is the most engaging communication
medium.
This is why we decided to deploy a 100% digital
marketing strategy organized on several axes:
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●

Solicitation of crypto inﬂuencers

●

Social media campaign

●

Partnerships with specialized media on the crypto
market

●

Afﬁliation and sponsorship system to encourage
communities to promote the tools and the platform

BENCHMARK

Contest.
PLATEFORM
FTX
Huobi
Bitpanda
Okex
Kraken
CoinBase
Crypto.com
LordToken

LordToken
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VARIETY OF
CRYPTOS

INTUITIVE
INTERFACE

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

LOW
COMMISSION

LIQUIDITY

06.
Roadmap
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Roadmap.
2019/2020

R&D

T1 2021

FUNDS RAISING 1.7M$

T4 2021

LTT TOKEN SALE

T1 2022

SPOT APP LAUNCHING

T1 2022

AUTOTRADE APP

T2 2022

RAMP FIAT LORDTOKEN INTEGRATION

T3 2022
2023
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LAUNCHPAD APP
FINANCE APP

Thank you.
UY THE FUTURE

François DENIS
& Nicolas LEFORTIER
contact@lordtoken.com

www.lordtoken.com
This document is being issued by Lord Services SA for information purposes only to assist the recipient in deciding whether it wishes to
further investigate the contemplated ICO, but it is not intended to form the basis of any investment activity or any decision to proceed
with the potential investment. The information in this document does not purport to be comprehensive and has not been independently
verified. No representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is or will be made by Lord Services and connected persons (including, for
the avoidance of doubt, any advisors of Lord Services) as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this document and any
such liability is expressly disclaimed. Lord Services expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any update of, or
revisions or corrections to, any such statements, information or opinions, regardless of whether they are affected by any change in
events, conditions or circumstances on which such statements, information and opinions are based. Contractual whitepaper in relation
with the contemplated ICO can be find at: https://ico.lordtoken.com/en/register/information_document

